Start on white side

Fold in half

Flip over and fold both ends toward the center and unfold

Fold both ends toward the top and bottom folds

Pinch in the center and bring center fold just under the white flap

Fold in half

Open to reveal 8 equal segments

Fold diagonally both ways to create an “X”

Fold the bottom to the top second segment

Hold the bottom right corner with your pointer finger and thumb and fold inwards

Crease once the point reaches the second segment from the top to create an “ear”

Flip over and fold the top over the first segment from the bottom

Fold bottom left corner up to meet the ear

Fold bottom right corner up to meet the top right corner

Fold top left point to meet the back ear
Origami Bunny Template

1. Fold over “nose” and unfold.
2. Fold bottom right corner up to the first segment. Flip over and repeat on other side.
3. Unfold corner and tuck it into the center using the new fold lines as guides.
4. Flip rabbit upside down and fold the bottom left corner towards the center.
5. Fold the bottom left corner towards the center.
6. Fold the flap back over.
7. Flip rabbit over and tuck bottom segment inside.
8. Fold bottom right corner towards the center.
10. Flip rabbit over and pinch the center of the nose inward along the creased lines.
11. Make a small fold on top of the ear.
12. Repeat on the other ear.
13. Fold over again, extending the crease to the furthest point of the ear. Repeat on other side.
14. Fold nose over one more time, and repeat on other side.
15. Fill the body with candies and enjoy!